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About This Content

Night Environment: Benelux for FSX: Steam Edition revolutionizes your night flying experience in The Netherlands, Belgium,
and Luxembourg. Using a series of databases, this add-on adds appropriate types of lighting to different kinds of roads and

other areas. 100,000s of lights clearly show how both highways and smaller roads alike. Visual navigation at night becomes an
absolute joy with this stunning pack!

The Night Environment database contains an incredible amount of accurate road data, illuminating roads at night which you
wouldn’t normally see. Our lights have up to a 60 mile radius, so large urban areas and highway junctions will illuminate all

around you as you fly. As the highway lights are raised above the surface and have a lit bitmap below them, a realistic 3D effect
is created.

Night Environment also comes with a configuration tool so you can customize the intensity of your night flying experience.

Features:

Full coverage of The Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

All major roads and most smaller roads are illuminated.

Compatible with other scenery add-ons (including Orbx FTX and most photoscenery).

Configurable for hardware performance.
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Management tool, accessible via the Steam Tools menu, which allows you to toggle and adjust the output of all types of
lights.
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GLquake always crashes,

Can't change resolution in non-gl.

This is 2019, I shouldn't need to trawl through forums to try and get a game to work that was released to be run through steam
on PC.. Got this pack for $10 on sale for the 1,500 dublones. Add in 1,000 dublones for the camo and 300 dublones for the slot
and you get already $14 worth of stuff. So basically you get the ship and the lvl 6 commander for free.

Someone was complaining about the 4km range on the torps, which is pretty low. Well, you can install the 53-51 instantly and
get a 8km range if you don't like it. You don't have to stick to the 53-38 (which have a better speed though).

The ship itself is an average T6 destroyer. If you're looking for a T6 ship to do the weekly missions, you want to buy a cruiser
instead. DDs are pretty useless for doing missions. But if on sale, it's a neat deal.. Great game concept but poorly misleading
reviews, i have spent 20$ and felt its not ready to be played

Optimization-its Poor expect to downgrade resolution and settings to run this without mouse stutter

Character: wall hops is cool and grappling hook is great and there are other gadgets i hope to see improve and hopfully skins and
possibly more parkour elements and shooting mechanics

Maps: Dull and not much depth and seperation and the ground and buildings and sky have no drastic color seperation from black
so you feel cramed with nothing but neon lights spinning around your eyes which can cause headaches. map design hopefully
more buidlings and better exploration for that grappling hook and wall rides and more.

No instructions: i didnt understand most of this game or its purpose and modes since there is no guide for noobs.. You have
turned off the light? You walk with a flashlight and your heart is pounding hard, and heart rate exceeds the limit? Mereschatsya
some shade? Tablets are always at hand? If - yes, the game is definitely about you, enjoy: R. And at the same time get the
achievements and cards: P. YAMI WO KIRISAKU, OH DESIRE!. i think this was a great little game. the puzzles were
challenging and the art was intriguing. the story was a bit 1 dimensional but everything was enjoyable nonetheless. if you like
puzzles and beautiful scenery along with casual gameplay, you will most certainly enjoy this little gem.. Its actually a pretty deep
story with emotions, and not like others in the genre all about Lewds. does have lewd elements, but its not the focus.. The game
is dead. Go play San francisco Rush or Rush 2 for the N64.
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The game is dead. Go play San francisco Rush or Rush 2 for the N64.. This isn't a puzzle game; it's a horrendous pile of split-
second platforming garbage.. Click click click. You'll wonder why you keep playing while you keep playing.. I could fell my
increasing hearthrate when I was reading battle scenes. One of my favourite game.
Better than HOI3 imo.
Mod33 or another can be great to improve the game.. fast, easy and hard at the same time
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